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Why the name Pehuensat ? 

 
Pehuen or araucaria is a very 
special tree, it only grows on the 
south Andes mountains in a small 
region of lakes and high peaks. A 
branch of native indians named 
'Mapuches' has the fruit of this 
tree as their main source of 
sustent thru Pehuen seeds (pine 
cones). 
 
Under his impressive foliage that 
renders an inviting shadow along 
with his broad root that provides 
shelter against strong mountains 
winds, Indian group known as 
mapuches, meet offering to their 
gods sheep sacrifices involving 
meat, blood and smoke, hanging 
presents from tree branches as 
thanks and devotion.  
 

Follows a tale, known in all Patagonia (south part of Argentina between the Andes and Atlantic 
coast) passed by word thru generations in mapuche language. 

 

The Pehuen miracle 
 
 

Since memory exists, Unechen (mapuche God) created pehuen and 
planted in all earth forests, but initially the inhabitants did not eat 
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Finally, they saw far away a man walking with difficulties on the slopped and frozen mountain side, 
hanging on his back his guanaco leather bag full of pehuen seeds/pine cones that let down open on 
the tribe chief's feet. 
 
An ancient 'machi' (tribe quack/wizard) woman intrigued asked: Why you bring your bag loaded 
with fruits of the holy tree, the pehuen ?. You know we can't calm our hunger with that ?. 
 
-Your words are truth, but you are wrong. 
What I brought are actually Pehuen pine 
cones, but these will save everybody, answer 
the boy without vacillation. 
 
Don't blaspheme ! said the tribe chief, 
Unechen will punish you for this ! 
 
-Let me explain and then you'll decide. After 
walking and walking during several days 
without finding anything to alleviate your 
needs, I was coming back by the waterfall 
trail, and unknown old man showed from 
who knows where and started walking 
besides me. 
 
- What are you searching in my mountains, son 
 
- I am searching for food for my tribe, they are s
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prepare the fruits of the pehuen. So the sacred t
pehuenches, that every day pray at the break of
in their hands, saying: 
 

- To you, Father, for not to allow us to
- To you, Father, that showed us how
- To you, Unechen, we beg that never

arms to protect us.  
 
Source: Tales and myths of the Patagonia. 
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